
Young LA Unveils Collaboration with Fitness Icon YG 
Through a Spectacular Runway Showcase


Los Angeles, CA — Nov. 14, 2023 — Young LA, the renowned fitness apparel brand celebrated 
for its cutting-edge style, has taken a bold step in the fitness-fashion industry. In a 
groundbreaking move, Young LA showcased their exciting collaboration with rapper YG at 
Lookbook: A Fashion Experience on Friday, November 10, 2023, capturing the essence of 
innovation, elegance, and fitness-inspired flair.


Young LA's runway show served as an exclusive preview of the collection inspired by their 
partnership with YG, featuring a stunning fusion of fitness and fashion that redefines industry 
norms. RUNWAY LOOK DESCRIPTION. This landmark event showcased the brand's commitment 
to pushing boundaries, leaving an indelible mark on the fashion landscape.


The evening featured a mesmerizing runway suspended above a glistening pool, creating an 
unforgettable visual spectacle. Attendees were welcomed on a lavish 20-foot red carpet, setting 
the stage for an evening of sophistication. The event, hosted by Affinity Nightlife, continued with 
an exclusive afterparty, offering guests the opportunity to mingle and network with the designers, 
models, and fashion enthusiasts.


Young LA's runway showcase, inspired by their collaboration with YG, has set a new standard for 
the fusion of fitness and fashion. This event marked a significant milestone for the brand, 
solidifying their position as a trailblazer in the fitness-fashion industry.


For media inquiries, high-resolution images, or additional event details, please contact:


fula@affinitynightlife.com


###


About Young LA 
Young LA is a leading fitness apparel brand renowned for its innovative designs that seamlessly 
blend fitness and fashion. With a commitment to pushing boundaries and redefining style, Young 
LA is at the forefront of the fitness fashion industry. The brand recently signed fitness icon Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, further solidifying its position as a trailblazer in the field. 
Youngla.com
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